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Graface UpGrade
COATINGS TO IMPROVE SEAL PERFORMANCE ON DOUBLE METAL JACKETED

For improving sealing performance on double jacketed gaskets, a graphite adhesive 

tape is usually applied on both faces of the gasket. During this application, the 

tape needs to be bent to follow gasket circumference; this manual bending 

deformation becomes even more difficult time by time when the gasket sealing surface 

width increases and gasket diameter decreases.

VED complies with standard ASME PCC-1 ed. 2019 

[P-4.5.1] “Field application of graphite tape to 

conventional double-jacketed gaskets is not recommended and is not as effective as 

purchasing a gasket with graphite facings specified as part of the inherent gasket 

design”, and for that reason VED supplies a new solution, allowing at the same time a 

field application and a final result like a purchased gasket:

GRAFACE, the circumference shaped adhesive tape along gasket diameter,

avoiding manual deformation during the application.

By using GRAFACE the deformation, to be applied on the adhesive tape, will be ten 

times less allowing a more regular gasket cover, without ripples and/or creases. This 

particular shaped adhesive tape is supplied in various widths according to specific 

gasket diameters.

It is important to remember to not use a tape width exceeding the gasket one, and to 

follow indications, inside the box, on how to cut the tape in making junctions.

Industrial sectors 
- Energy 

- Food 

- Thermoelectric power plants

 - Naval 

- Chemicals & Petrochemicals plants

 - Refineries

GPE Div. of VED SRL 
References:

Scan the QR-code to read the case study:
www.ved.it/ripristinata-la-tenuta-alla-pressione-delle-testate-ring-joint/
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Graface UpGrade

Sometimes, during industrial plants normal activities, leakages could occur 

from air cooler header inspection plugs where, usually, it is difficult to 

intervene. For these situations, a common solution is to project and install a box 

clamp directly on plugs and inject a sealing compound to stop the leak.

To definitively solve the leak problem, VED has designed and patented 

[nr.0001390421] a sealing system consisting of a special gasket and plug, 

designed for sealing compound injection, in order to block leakages in operating 

plant.

For a better result, maintenance service is often supplied along with the ASP 

(Aircooler Special Plug), which consists in dismantling older plugs from header, 

maintenance of damaged holes and new plugs installation.

The abbreviation of VED product name “ASP” stands for Aircooler Special Plug and 

the abbreviation “ASG” stands for Aircooler Special Gasket.

ASP & ASG
Aircoolers Special Plug

& Aircoolers Special Gasket

ASP

ASG
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During Heat Exchanger maintenance, if inside the tube 

bundle a defect occurs (thus allowing internal leaks )

or a tube joint with tubesheet doesn’t work properly, 

it becomes necessary to close the tube inlets with conical 

plugs in order to isolate the tube. This solution is applied 

both for spindled tubes and spindled&welded ones.

Most common exclusion method of tube bundles is to close the tube inlets by 

wedging inside it a conical plug. Furthermore some others, make also a welding on 

plug, tube bundle and tubesheet.

Using conical plugs wedged and / or welded in the heat exchanger tubes can create 

multiple risks, including:

• Mandrelled or welded tube domino effects, close to excluded ones

• Spontaneous wedged plug dissassembly, during plant operation

• Due to blows on the plug, this causes damages to the hole on the tube sheet, 

jeopardizing the subsequent maintenance restoration.

• Working on damaged tube bundle exclusion could be very dangerous. During 

tube bundles cleaning and pressure tests, a wedged expansion plug could 

become a bullet.

STP for tube bundles
Safe heat exchanger tubes maintenance

T O  S O LV E  T H E S E 
P R O B L E M S  W E  H AV E 
PAT E N T E D [1403556] T H E 
S T P T H R E A D E D  P L U G ,
W I T H  F O L LO W I N G 
F E AT U R E S :

• Threads of the plug let it to be 
fixed into the tube, avoiding it 
to become a bullet in case of any 
pressure inside the tube.

• Easy to be dismantled and safe, 
also in case of pressure inside the 
tube.

• No plug welding necessary 
anymore. 

• Due to no damaging domino 
effects, only specific tubes 
will be repaired, then avoiding 
the reduction of heat exchange 
surfaces.

• Avoiding the tubesheet’s holes 
damage, then no further repairs 
will be needed.
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Washers-FM Tech. Solution
Protect flange surfaces from the friction act of the nuts

Nut in a flanged joint, by rubbing against the surface of the flange, creates a 

groove which, depending on its depth, affects the relation between tightening 

torque and tension on the stud. This phenomenon is more pronounced on small 

bolts. By increasing the size of the bolts this phenomenon is less common, however the 

use of washers is recommended as a very effective measure. 

According to ASME PCC-1, the use of washers improves the transmission of the load on 

the studs.

Washers protect the surfaces of the flanges from the friction actions of the rotating nuts; 

reducing, even in the case of bolt tensioning, the relaxation phenomena due to locking 

of the nut on the surface of the flanges. Avoiding that local deformation, on the flange 

surface, increases with time.

Using washers with the proper outer diameter and thickness will reduce the specific 

pressure on the flange. This will minimize the effects of locking and seizure between nut 

and flange surface, and in particular in case of high temperatures.

VED, in accordance with ASME PPC-1 ed. 2019, designs and manufactures “Washers-FM” 

with geometric and mechanical characteristics that greatly improve the reliability of the 

flanged joints.

VED DESIGNS AND MANUFACTURES WASHERS WITH GEOMETRIC AND MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN 

ORDER TO SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVE THE RELIABILIT Y OF FLANGED JOINTS.
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Gasket for AirCoolers
Air Fin Coolers header bending solution

One of the main problems on Air Fin Coolers is the Header bending, caused by 

the tightening of the bolts on the flange Headers; because of that, the thermo-

fluid-dynamic efficiency of the equipment is compromised.

In fact, this bending header deformation, allows the fluid erroneously going through the 

header groove and not through the inner finned tubes (see picture), finally not being 

cooled for the process. Furthermore this fluid passage could start erosion phenomena 

damaging pass-rib and header, increasing the quantity of fluid moving in the other 

wrong area of the equipment. 

Another risk is the mass flow rate loss inside finned tubes with consequently increasing 

drop pressure caused by inner dirtiness lay down.

Moreover, if bolts load is limited to avoid the Header bending, then it could happen to 

have not the correct pressure along the gasket seat with consequent fluid leaks.

M AT E R I A L S T R U CT U R E 
W I T H T H E P U Z Z L E 
S Y S T E M

VED’s Research&Development Division 

has found the solution to the above 

issues by using a MI5 gasket material 

that assures the sealing at low loads 

in order to not incur into Header 

deformation bending. 

By cutting from a sheets layer, this 

gaskets are made in sectors, with 

puzzle junctions (see image); easy to 

handle, all the complete long gasket 

will be mounted directly on the flange 

seat, jointing all the pieces between 

themselves by a double graphite cover-

joint placed over the junctions.



Graphite

Metal
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Flange gasket XT1
The double jacketed gasket engineered evolution

IMPROVEMENT OF SEAL PERFORMANCES

Gasket XT1 is an improved innovation of traditional double 

jacketed gasktes. Structurally, it is much more resistant, since 

it has the most extensive seams that prevent the opening of 

the “Jacket”. Between the two inserts of Grafoil it is inserted a layer of 

“Metal” which strongly reduces the extrusion (when the thickness of 

the Grafoil is lower, the tendency to extrude is less). Both mentioned 

features allow the gasket to retain its original width, and even under 

high loads not by cracking at the edges; phenomenon that often leads 

to collapse most of normal double jacketed gasket.

The crossbars are obtained from straight elements, joined together 

and to the circular part of the gasket, by brazing. The innovation in the

joining system between the cross bar and the circular part, makes 

the gasket homogeneous, on the whole circumference, as no longer 

influenced by cross bars made from the whole piece.

Thanks to the use of the coating with Grafoil Silver adhesive, applied 

on both faces of the gasket, since it is not a corrugated tape, it 

gives the best alignment capability, and a greater adaptability to 

irregularities of the sealing surfaces of the flanges.

The use of this coating is in accordance with what is reported in the 

Standard ASME PCC-1 ed. 2019 [P-4.5.1]. ADVANTAGESADVANTAGES

• Better settlement capability

• Greater adaptability against 
flanges surfaces irregularities

• Great endurance

Graphite Silver
Adhesive

detail of
type of joint
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